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Abstract

Stereotypies are frequently associated with sub-optimal captive environments and are used as welfare indicators. However, suscepti-
bility to stereotypy can vary across individuals of the same group. As such, identifying which individuals are more susceptible to this
behaviour may be helpful in managing this issue. We have investigated which sex-age class of semi-captive capuchin monkeys
(Sapajus spp) is more susceptible to stereotypic behaviours and evaluated whether or not they are also more affected by the social
factors that typically influence and increase allostatic load. To accomplish this, we used instantaneous sampling to collect data on a
group of capuchins kept on an island in an urban park in São Paulo, Brazil. We found that sub-adult males were the only sex-age
class to display stereotypic behaviours and they all displayed pacing. Furthermore, 33% of sub-adult males also exhibited a second
stereotypic behaviour associated with their pacing. Compared to the other sex-age classes, sub-adult males had a higher participa-
tion in social conflicts and experienced higher social isolation. Sub-adult males also demonstrated a lower level of positive social inter-
actions. All of these factors typically increase allostatic load. We suggest that distal causation of the observed pacing behaviour would
be the ecological/evolutionary need of sub-adult males to disperse from their natal group and that the proximal causation would relate
to the high allostatic load from social sources. We recommend that managers of zoos and other facilities monitor changes in the
social composition of captive groups and evaluate individuals’ age so that necessary alterations may be made, where appropriate, to
reduce allostatic load and generate better welfare at individual and group levels.
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Introduction
Animal welfare has become an ethical priority and a major
concern in facilities that hold animals in captivity (Powell &
Watters 2017). The term ‘welfare’ refers to the state of an
animal in relation to its environment and its ability to cope
with it (Broom 1991). Animals can experience a wide range
of needs that are a consequence of mechanisms that have
evolved to promote survival and reproduction. Such needs
affect animals’ motivational state, creating a series of
behavioural and physiological responses to meet them
(Broom 1991). The attempt to adapt to life’s demands can
inflict a physiological burden on the body, which is known
as ‘allostatic load’ (Seeman et al 2001). The inability to
control one or more aspects of the environment or to
successfully adapt to challenges (ie allostasis) can lead to
the accumulation of allostatic load and frustration (Broom
1991; McEwen & Wingfield 2003).
Environmental and social perturbations can prompt an
increase in allostatic load (Goymann & Wingfield 2004).
For instance, social competition and social conflict may
increase allostatic load, while social support and co-

operation may decrease it (Goymann & Wingfield 2004). In
this sense, captive social animals may experience allostatic
loads from both sources — environmental and social pertur-
bations — by being in an unnatural environment (ie
captivity) and by having fewer ways to physically avoid
social conflicts (Goymann & Wingfield 2004; Sapolsky
2005). The resulting load that captive animals may experi-
ence can cause physiological and behavioural abnormali-
ties, such as stereotypic behaviours (Dantzer 1986).
Stereotypy is defined as patterns of repetitive and invariant
behaviour in its form, without an objective or obvious
function (Dantzer 1986; Broom 1991). In captive animals,
stereotypic behaviour is frequently associated with poor or
adverse conditions, such as physical confinement and/or
low stimulation (Mason et al 2007); both of which are
common elements of frustration (Broom 1991). It has been
argued that stereotypy has the functional role of helping
individuals to cope with their environment (Broom 1991;
Ijichi et al 2013; Martin 2017) through compensation (ie
stereotypies provide sensory stimulation to compensate the
lack of appropriate exteroceptive stimulation) or by dissi-
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